Dilute solution properties of twenty-five PVC fractions prepared from commercial and experimental bulk-polymerized PVC samples have been investigated by means of light-scattering, viscometry and exclusion-chromatography. The following Mark-Houwink-Sakadura relationships:
INTRODUCTION
Dilute solution properties of polymers may provide quantitative information on the size, shape and structure of the dissolved macromolecules as weil as on the importance of polymer-polymer and polymer-solvent 209 interactions. A considerable number of experimental studies in this field have been reported in the Iiterature but only a few of them are concerned with poly (vinyl chloride) in spite of the ever increasing technological and economical interest of this polymer. In a series of papers published by Kratochvil, Bohdanecky\ Kolinsky and others 1 -4 the various anomalies observable in studies of the dilute solution properties of PVC are discussed in a detailed manne_r. The same authors also show that representative and reproducible results can only be obtained under well-controlled conditions, taking account of the notorious tendency of PVC molecules to remain partly associated in supermolecular aggregates even if dissolved in a good solvent The presence of aggregates which only disappear after prolonged heating ofthe solution, at a sufficiently high temperature, is usually attributed to the semi-crystalline nature of PVC. Although the degree of crystallinity is rather low, the melting temperature of the crystallites is relatively high 5 • 6 which may well explain the difficulty of obtaining real molecular solutions. Bohdanecky 7 has recently provided some quantitative evidence in favour of this explanation by applying Flory's theory of melting-point depression 8 to the case of PVC solutions. On the other hand, moderate heating of PVC solutions in tetrahydrofuran (THF), the most suitable solvent known, may sometimes Iead to reversible aggregation 9 • Thus a proper choice of temperature and concentration is of utmost importance.
Neglect of the experimental conditions required to obtain molecular solutions is undoubtedly the main reason for the discrepancies between the results reported on similar polymer samples by different laboratories. The inter-laboratory programme 10 recently organized by Professor H. Benoit (Chairman of the Working Party on Molecular Characterization of Commercial Polymers, Macromolecular Division IUPAC) has shown quite clearly, however, that fair agreement can be obtained between the results obtained in different laboratories, on the same sample of a typical commercial PVC resin, with regard to intrinsic viscosity, average molecular weights, and molecular weight distribution, determined with the aid of several experimental techniques. Although the agreement between the different laboratories is only fair and still far from being perfect, it is significantly better than the results obtained in the same programme for other types of commercial polymers; even for polystyrene, a polymer often believed to furnish the most reliable results if studied by dilute solution techniques. lt appears, therefore, justifiable to consider the results of dilute solution measurements on PVC samples to be at least as reliable as those obtained with other synthetic polymers, provided sufficient care has been taken in preparing the solutions. A serious drawback for a complete study ofthe dilute solution properties of PVC remains, however, in the limited choice of solvents. Cyclohexanone is most frequently used for viscosity measurements. According to our experience, based on the results of light-scattering measurements, THF is the most appropriate solvent if one wants to avoid the presence of aggregates which may only slightly affect the results of viscosity measurements but which may give rise to serious errors if one wants to determine average molecular weights and molecular weight distribution, with the use of appropriate experimental techniques.
The greater part of the results reported here have been obtained using 210 THF as the solvent; in view of the widespread use of cyclohexanone some results obtained with the latter solvent are also given The first part of this report is mainly concerned with measurements cahied out on PVC fractions of relatively low polydispersity and the results are analyzed with respect to current theories of dilute polymer solutions. In the second part we discuss the use of dilute solution measurements for the molecular characterization of commercial samples of PVC. All samples used in this investigation have been prepared from bulkpolymerized PVC, most of it taken from the commercial production of the Pechiney-Saint-Gobain plant in St Fons, France. Some ofthe samples having extremely low or high molecular weights have been prepared in the Iabaratory by means of bulk polymerization in small autoclaves.
All parameters used in this report (including the intrinsic viscosities) are expressed in c. g. s. units.
EXPERIMENT AL

Fractionation
(a) Fractions with weight-average molecular weights, M W' between 60 000 and 300 000 have been prepared from a commercial bulk-polymerized PVC, Lucovyl GB 1850, by means of successive precipitations, using THF as the solvent and distilled water as the precipitant; the latter was very slowly added to the solution containing 20 g of polymer and 2 000 cm 3 of THF until a slight turbidity appeared. The solution, placed in a thermostat at 25°C and stirred during the drop-wise addition of precipitant, was heated until disappearance of the turbidity and then left to cool for a period of 48 hours. The solutionwas then siphoned off and used for further fractionation. The precipitated polymer, most frequently in the form of a gelatinous mass, was redissolved in THF and poured into 5 to 10 times its volume ofmethanol. After filtration and washing, the fractionated polymer was finally dried in vacuo at 50°C. Some of the higher molecular weight samples were refractionated a second time in order to reduce the polydispersity.
(b) Fractions with molecular weights larger than 300 000 were prepared from an experimental polymer, RM 365, obtained by means oflow-temperature polymerization (-12°C), in a Iabaratory autoclave. The solvent was cyclohexanone, the precipitant glycol The solution contained 5g of polymer and 2 500 cm 3 of solvent and was heated for 5 hours at 85°C and 1 hour at 90°C before fractionation was effected at 25°C. The first precipitated fraction (2g) was redissolved in cyclohexanone (1 000 cm 3 ) and refractionated. (c) Fractions with weight-average molecular weights smaller than 60 000 were prepared from an experimental polymer, RM 310 (bulk-polymerized at 60°C), either by means of successive precipitations as described under (a) or by successive extractions using a mixture of THF and water. In the latter case the polymer was dispersed in the THF /water mixture and extracted for 5 hours at 40°C under stirring After decantation, the fraction was recovered from the liquid phase by distillation of the solvent in vacuo. By means of this method fractions with weight-average molecular weights of the order of 6 500 were obtained using a mixture of 2 000 cm 3 of THF and 450 cm 3 of water.
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The polydispersity of a certain number of fractions was calculated from the molecular weight distribution determined by means of exclusion chromatography as described below. The ratio between weight-average and number-average molecular weight, Mwl Mn, was of the order of 1.2 for most of the fractions, the highest value being 1.32 and the lowest 1.12.
The various experimental parameters determined on a total number of 25 fractions are given in Table 1 . · The solvent was freshly distilled THF and was added to thc polymer in a glass tube which, after sealing, was heated in a slowly rotating oven for 4 hours at 110°C. After this period of heating, the sealed tube containing the solution was quenched at -80°C before opening The solution was then 212 brought to room temperature and centrifuged at about 25 000 g before the actual light-scattering measurements took place. Four or five different concentrations were used, the maximum concentration corresponding to an intensity of scattered light at 90°, which was about 3 to 4 times as high as the light intensity scattered by the solvent All measurements were done at 25°C.
The results were plotted according to the method of Zimm 12 and analyzed in terms of the familiar expressions :
Re epo Mw
where Mw is the weight-average molecular weight, A 2 the second virial coefficient and P(8) the particle scattering function The angle of observation is given by e and the polymer concentration by c. The constant K is proportional to the square of the refractive index increment; the latter has been taken equal to 0.112 cm 3 /g The scattering ratio Re can be calculated from the observed scattered light intensity after application ofthe usual corrections. Figure 1 shows the Zirnrn-plot of the highest molecular weight fraction which we were able to investigate by means of the light-scattering method; the calculated value of Mw is equal to 650 000. Salutions containing PVC molecules of such a high molecular weight are usually not very stable and liable to form aggregates, in particular at the highest concentrations. If such aggregates dissociate upon dilution, the concentration dependence of the scattered light intensity becomes abnormally high which may lead to an underestimation of the second virial coefficient calculated by means of Equation 1 . The highest concentration used in the experiment of Figure 1 was 7.5 x 10-4 g/cm 3 .
Exclusion chromatography Molecular weight distributions have been determined by means of exclusion chromatography, a technique more frequently designated by the name 'gel permeation chromatography' 13 , although the first term seems more appropriate 14 ' 15 . The chromatographic system used was composed of a series of columns (internal diameter: 0.8 cm) with a totallength of 8 metres, packed with a mixture of different types of porous silica beads, 'Spherosil', whose properties have been described in earlier publications from this laboratory 16 - • ----calibration based on maximum extended chain length 56 
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aid of PVC fractions is compared with the calibration curve for polystyrene. PVC fractions, of weight-average molecular weight higher than 250 000, did not give reproducible chromatograms, and the calibration curve in the region of very high molecular weights was deduced from the polystyrene curve by application of the 'universal' calibration concept 19 , considering the effective hydrodynamic radius as the size parameter which determines the elution behaviour. The difficulty of obtaining reproducible chromatograms with PVC fractions of very high molecular weight may be ascribed to the formation of supermolecular aggregates during the elution at room temperature, the total time of elution being more than two hours. With PVC samples of lower molecular weight this phenomenon does not occur but, as in the case of light-scattering experiments, sufficient care should be taken in the preparation of the solutions in order to prevent the presence of aggregates, which, in extreme cases, may seriously distort the chromatogram and Iead to erroneous results, as illustrated in weights were calculated from the chromatograms with the aid of the calibration curve using a computer programme. In the case of non-fractionated PVC samples the calculated values were not corrected for the finite resolving power of the chromatographic system. For fractionated samples this correction is not negligible and has to be applied in order to obtain significant values for the polydispersity. The correction procedure which we applied in this work, is based on Barnielee and Ray's analytical solution of the integral equation representing the chromatogram 20 • 21 . In the particular case of a Gaussian kernel function, which is a good approximation for our Chromatographie system 17 and a linear relationship between the elution volume and the logarithm of the molecular weight, throughout the region of interest for the polymer sample considered, the uncorrected ratio of weight-average 215 to number-average molecular weight is related to the true ratio by means of Equation 3:
Mn true Mn uncorr.
· (3)
a 2 is the variance of the Gaussian spreading function, supposed to be constant in the limited range of molecular weights present in the sample and Dis related to the slope ofthe calibration curve in the same range ofmolecular weights:
VR is the elution volume.
The variance of the characteristic spreading function in our Chromatographie system was determined as a function of elution volume with the aid of a series of polystyrene calibration standards (manufactured by Pressure Chemical Company of Pittsburgh, Pa.) with molecular weights ranging between 10 000 and 1 800 000. Variance values were calculated from Equation The adopted calibration procedure is based on the assumption that zone spreading is a unique function of elution volume for a given Chromatographie system and independent of the nature of the solute. This assumption is experimentally verified 22 and can be explained on the basis of the theory of chromatography 23 . In principle the same correction procedure may be applied in the case of polydispersed, unfractionated samples if proper account is taken of the variation of a 2 and D with elution volume 21 . However this does not seem worthwhile for the actual range of commercial PVC-resins whose polydispersities are confined between relatively close Iimits
The intrinsic viscosity, [17] The very definition of the intrinsic viscosity calls for an extrapolation formula leading from the actual measurements to a limiting value, if possible with the aid of a physical theory.
The solvents of PVC in this study, cyclohexanone and tetrahydrofuran (THF) are Newtonian liquids in the Ubbelohde viscometers used To check that the solutions arealso Newtonian the specific viscosity has been measured at the average shear rate of the ordinary Ubbelohde viscometer (mean height of fall Ti = 13 cm, length of the capillary = 12 cm) and at lower shear rates using a four-bulb Ubbelohde viscometer constructed according to Cragg and van Oene
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. For the highest bulb the situation is that of an ordinary Ubbelohde viscometer. In order to avoid aggregates, all solutions in THF have been prepared as described in the section on light-scattering The solutions in cyclohexanone have been prepared at 85oC under vigoraus magnetic stirring No shear rate effects have been detected in dilute solutions of commercial PVC resins, but a slight effect was observed in bot (70°C) cyclohexanone solutions of a high molecular weight experimental PVC, bulk-polymeri~ed at -15°C, [ 11Jcycio = 490 cm 3 Analysis of the data revealed that in this particular case the value of 11sv measured in an ordinary viscometer was between 3.6 and 4.5 per cent lower than the extrapolated value at zerorate of shear. This small effect may be due to the existence of extremely high molecular weight fractions or aggregates in the investigated solution All solutions in THF investigated in this study have been considered tobe Newtonian
In order to extrapolate the measured 11sp values to zero concentration. Schulz and Blaschke 25 have proposed an empirical equation which fits the behaviour of many dilute polymer solutions:
Huggins 26 has theoretically derived the same formula, and proposed an expansion in a power series of [ 11] . c, c being the intervening variable in most theoretical developments. Unfortunately the expression known in the Iiterature as the Huggins's viscosity equation: (6) is only a restricted development of the original formula. The Kraemer equation, which is also frequently used can be written as follows:
The two values [17] In the case of PVC solutions in THF, [17] Figure 4 shows the results of measurements on two PVC samples for a restricted range of 11sv values (a) and for an extended one (b). The L1 values are the sums of squares of the differences between experimental and least-square lines ordinates. The much better fit of the ·schulz-Blaschke-Huggins' equation is striking. Schulz claimed that the k 88 value does not vary appreciably with different polymer-solvent systems as has been weil confirmed by our experience with Q.
II)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Intrinsic viscosity and unperturbed dimensions The intrinsic viscosity in THF has been plotted in Figure 5 as a function of weight-average molecular weight for 25 fractions in a range of Mw values between 6400 and 650000. The results can be represented by the empirical relationship: 
where N is the number of samples investigated (N = 25). This regression analysis has been systematically applied to all empirical relationships discussed in the present paper. The s-value calculated from the data in Figure 5 , is equal to 0.007 which means that Equation 8 may be written as follows:
The estimated average error is, therefore, in the order of 2 per cent The more usual Ieast-squares fit yields the following result for the exponent: Freeman and Manning observed systematic deviations and abnormally dispersed values in the range of very high molecular weights which may be explained by the presence of supermolecular aggregates resulting in overestimated values for Mw determined by light-scattering Another explanation, suggested by the authors themselves 3 \ based on the supposed occurrence of Iong-ehain branching, was not confirmed by the present study, as will be further discussed below. It is well-known that the relationship between intrinsic viscosity and weight-average molecular weight depends on the polydispersity of the polymer samples. The effect of polydispersity will be discussed in some detail in a later section of this paper; it may be noted here, however, that the slight variations in polydispersity of the investigated fractions (see Table 1 ) should not affect the relationship represented by Equation 8 . Even in the case of absolute monodisperse fractions the intrinsic viscosity values would have been less than 2 per cent higher than those given by Equation 8, which is not significantly different from the estimated experimental error.
According to the current theories of dilute polymer solutions (12) the latter authors derived Equation 13 for the solvent dependence of lP: (13) Under theta-conditions, e = 0, lP = lP 0 and Equation (11) may be written as follows:
['J]e = 4>o (~)'Mt;
The ratio R~/ M, characteristic ofthe unperturbed dimensions ofthe dissolved macromolecule, depends mainly on the length and angle of the valence bonds in the polymer chain, as well as on hindrance to internal rotations
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Another related characteristic ratio, often discussed in the literature, is
where n is the nurober of bonds in the main chain and l the bond length The latter ratio is equal to 1 for an ideallang chain molecule, obeying random-flight statistics.
Several authors have considered the problern of obtaining information on the unperturbed dimensions from intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationships, observed in good solvents. This is only possible, obviously, if a. reasonable estimate can be made of the solvent-and molecular weightdependent "viscosity expansion factor', defined by: (16) The expansion factor depends on the thermodynamic properties of the polymer solution and is most frequently expressed in terms of the parameter z defined 37 by Equation 17: (17) where B is related to Flory's interaction parameter, x 1 , by : (18) v is the partial specific volume of the polymer, V 1 the molar volume of the solvent and NA Avogadro's number. Basedon Flory's assumption that the expansion of the effective hydrodynamic radius is identical with that of the radius of gyrati~n, Flory The extrapolation procedure based on Equation 20 and known as the Flory-Fox-Schaefgen method usually yields under-estimated values for K 8 if applied to intrinsic viscosity measurements obtained in good solvents 39 . Our experimental results are plotted in Figure 6 ; the linear relationship predicted by Equation 20 is fairly weil confirmed and would Iead to an estimated value for K 9 = 0. 043. Taking account of the fact that the effective hydrodynamic radius increases less rapidly with solvent power than the radins of gyration, and assuming that this effect is adequately represented by the Ptitsyn-Ejzner theory, the relationship between the two expansion factors may be written as follows:
For the PVC-THF system, e = 0.173, as follows from Equations 8, 11 and 12; substitution of this value into Equation 13 Ieads to the following result:
If this correction is applied to the Flory-Fox-Schaefgen analysis of our data, an extrapolated value of K 9 = 0. 069 is found which is still considerably lower than the values obtained by other extrapolation procedures which will be discussed now. Based on a new expression for the excluded volume effect derived by Kurata, Stockmayer and Roig 40 , the two first-mentioned authors have proposed an extrapolation method which they were able to apply success-222 fully to a great number of experimental data 39 . This method makes use of the following equations: (23) (24) (25) The value of ci> 0 is equal to 2.87 x 10 23 c.g.s. for a homogeneous polymer. In the analysis of the experimental data according to Equation 25 , the value of g (rt") is first assumed equal to one, in order to obtain an approximate value of K 8 which then permits an evaluation of [17] The applicabon of this method is illustrated in Figure 7 and yields the following expression :
The extrapolated value for K 8 is equal to 0.137 c.gs. From the slope of the straight line in Figure 7 and by application of Equation 25 it might also be ded uced that : (X: = 1 + 1. 55 z (27) which would Iead to the following extrapolation formula: (28) It had already been shown earlier, however, by Burchard 44 that Equation 28 does not represent, in general, an adequate description of the experimental data obtained in good solvents. This is clearly illustrated by Figure 8 curve drawn in this figure was calculated from the empirical intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship, Equation 8 , and offers, as might be expected, an accurate description of the experimental results. If, nevertheless, we try to construct a straight line through the experimental points in accordance with Equation 28 , the regression analysis yields a result very similar to the one obtained with the more rigorous extrapolation formula 25: Figure 9 where the experimental data 0.1. The extrapolated intercept is in good agreement with the one obtained by application of Equation 32 but does not seem to allow a reasonable estimate of Kfh without further corrections. Cowie 45 suggested that the intercept multiplied by the factor cf> 6 /cf>(e) might be identical with K 6 and gave some experimental evidence in favour. of this suggestion Such an empirical procedure does not appear justified, however, by any theoretical analysis, even approximate and comparable to the one leading to the Kurata-Stockmayer relationship, Equation 25 . Nevertheless, if we follow Cowie's suggestion Equations 32 or 35 would yield a K 6 value equal to 0.118, which is somewhat lower than the values given by Equations 26 and 29. Although the exponent 0. 35 gives a somewhat better representation of the experimental data than the exponent 0. 5, Equation 35 should only be considered as an empirical adjustment, as clearly illustrated by Figure 10 and its use for the determination of K 6 is, therefore, subject to serious doubts.
If we accept a value of0.14 for Ke, the following values for the characteristic ratios are obtained: 41 to have been obtained under theta-conditions would yield slightly higher values for the characteristic ratios. It is also obvious that the extrapolated intercept in Figure 7 , for instance, is rather strongly dependent on the range of molecular weights for which Equation 25 is assumed to be valid In the absence of any objective criteria concerning the range of validity for the several extrapolation formulae, we have preferred, in this paper, to include all the experimental data instead of trying to define restricted ranges of validity for the different equations. In view of the uncertainty concerning the absolute values of the characteristic ratios, any detailed discussion of their possible dependence on the nature of the solvent 46 appears to us untimely. A more limited investigation of the intrinsic viscosity in cyclohexanone as a · function of molecular weight yielded results which were significantly different from those obtained with THF. The extrapolated K 8 values were systematically higher than those reported above, but, for the moment, it seems impossible to decide if this is due to a real solvent effect or to the possible presence of aggregates in the cyclohexanone solutions of the higher molecular weight fractions. The intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship in cyclohexanone was found to be : The second virial coefficients determined by light-scattering for 10 PVC fractions, dissolved in THF, are plotted on a double logarithmic scale as a function of weight-average molecular weight in Figure 11 . The second virial coefficient is only slowly varying with increasing molecular weight according to the relationship: The molecular weight dependence is in good agreement with the relationship proposed by Bohdanecky, Equation 33 , which after substitution of Equation 17 may be written as follows:
With K 9 = 0.14 and c:P 9 1 , for a large number of various PVC-solvent systems, attributes the differences between these results and those reported in the earlier Iiterature to the influence of aggregation, the effect of concentration and the neglect of the molecular weight dependence of A 2 . In Figure 12 we have plotted the dimensionless ratio functio~ of a; -1. lts value varies between '1.3 and 1.8, which is of the same order of magnitude as the values reported for other polymer-solvent systems 39 ,.but appreciably higher than those predicted by various theoretical treatments 53 . The discrepancy between theory and experiment would be reduced if we admit a much lower value for K 8 which does not appear justified by the existing experimental data on the intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship. Experimental errors in A 2 are relatively important but, according to our experience, the use of light-scattering in the case of PVC solutions more often Ieads to an under-estimation of A 2 because of the presence of aggregates and does not seem to offer, therefore, a plausible explanation of the relatively high values observed lt may also be assumed that the effect of polydispersity on the measured A 2 -values is negligible 54 .
Finally we note that our results are in fair agreement with the A 2 -values determined by either light-scattering or osmotic pressure measurements, reported by Bohdanecky et al. 2 although the latter authors found a slightly larger molecular weight-dependence.
Molecular characterization of polydisperse PVC-samples
The range of average molecular weights encountered in commercial PVC resins is actually very restricted and encompasses Mw values between about 50000 and 180000. The nurnber-average molecular weights Mn are in general about twice as low as the weight-average molecular weights and the molecular weight distribution (MWD) is rather close to the so-called 'most probable' distribution More generally speaking, the familiar exponential function, due to Schulz 55 , given by Equation 43 may be considered as a satisfactory approximation to the MWD observed in commercial PVC samples.
where
Observed M wl Mn-values being, in general, close to 2, the value of the parameter h should not be far from unity. The Mz-values calculated from Equation 44 are often smaller than the ones derived from the observed MWD, but it should be kept in mind that the experimental error in Mz is relatively important if the MWD is determined by exclusion chromatography. In order to obtain reliable values for Mz by means of the latter method, the calibration curve in the region of high molecular weights should be known with sufficient accuracy which, unfortunately, is not the case. In Figure 2 we have compared the calibration curve of our Chromatographie system, obtained with PVC fractions of weight-average molecular weights between 6 800 and 250000, with a similar curve determined with polystyrene calibration standards in a wider range of molecular weights.
The calibration curve for PVC in the region of molecular weights larger than 250000 cannot be determined directly because of the aggregation phenomenon in the THF solutions, at room temperature (Figure 3 ). This part of the calibration curve (as well as the part referring to the very low molecular weight region) has been deduced from the polystyrene curve by application of the universal calibration principle 19 , considering the effective hydrodynarnic radius as the relevant size parameter. Although the approximate validity of the latter procedure has been weil established in the region of intermediate molecular weights, its extension into the region of extremely high or low molecular weights may introduce an error whose importance is actually unknown We have also drawn in Figure 2 the calibration curve which should prevail if we accept the maximum extended chain length as a universal size parameter 56 . lt is weil known, now, that the latter procedure may Iead to serious errors; in the particular case of PVC the use of this calibration method would result in underestimated absolute values for the molecular weight averages but would not affect appreciably the calculated polydispersity. This relatively favourable situation may be explained by the only slight difference in solvent power ofTHF between PVC and polystyrene. lf, indeed, the effective hydrodynamic radius is considered as the relevant size parameter, the slope of the calibration curve as a function of log M may be written:
where v is the exponent in the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada relationship and Rh the effective hydrodynamic radius defined by:
R, = (n;:}~J M)I (46) Taking v = 0. 7ffJ for the PVC/THF system and equal to 0. 725 for polystyrene/THF57, the slopes of the two calibration curves would only differ, at any point, by a factor of 1. 760/1.725 = 1.02, which is within the Iimits of experimental error. The two calibration curves may be considered, consequently, as parallel, but the absolute value of the distance between the two curves is smaller than the one calculated by means of the extended chain length calibration The calculation of Mz~ and higher molecular weight-averages from the chromatogram will not only be seriously affected by the uncertainty concerning the calibration curve but also by the finite resolving power of the chromatographic column. The latter factor is also responsible for thc overestimated value of the polydispersity, expressed by the ratio Mw!Mn calculated from the observed chromatogram As we have already shown in the experimental part of this paper, the required correction can be easily applied, in the case of fractions, if one neglects the variation of resolving power with elution volume in the restricted range covered by a single fraction. Table 2 shows the results for seven fractions with Mw values between 6800 and 250000. The correction factor to be applied decreases regularly wi th increasing molecular weight, as shown in the last column 1t may be estimated from these data that for commercial, polydisperse PVC samples, in the usual range of molecular weights, the real value for Mw/Mn is about 10 per cent lower than the uncorrected value calculated from the chromatogram. However, in view of the other sources of experimental error, it seems hardly worthwhile to apply this correction in a systematic manner.
Effect of polydispersity on intrinsic viscosity
The intrinsic viscosity of polydisperse PVC samples is lower than the corresponding value for a fraction of same weight-average molecular weight.
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This effect of polydispersity is illustrated in Figure 13 for cyclohexanonesolutions; with THF as a solvent the effect is similar and of the same order of magnitude. If the intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship is given by: [17] =KM'', the intrinsic viscosity, for a polydisperse sample, can be derived from Equation 43 by application of the usual addition rule and is given by the following expression : Consequently, the viscosity-average molecular weight Mv calculated from the intrinsic viscosity, by means of the relationships given by Equations 8 or 39 will be somewhat smaller than the average M w for polydisperse PVC samples. For most commercial PVC resins with a A1wfM" ratio in the order of 2, the Mw!Mv-ratio will be equal to about 1.1, if THF or cyclohexanone is used as solvent lts exact value can be calculated from the observed MWD by means of the usual expression: true and the average radius of gyration has to be calculated from the initial slope, the evaluation of which is not very accurate. For a number of experimental PVC samples, prepared in the laboratory
with Mw values in a range between 140 000 and 450 000, the average radius of gyration has been determined from their Zirnrn-plots which could be adequately represented by straight lines. The results have been plotted in Figure 14 as a function of the z-average radius of gyration calculated from the intrinsic viscosity and the weight-average molecular weight by means of Equations 11 and 13, assuming ' S' 1 = lP /6.
In order to take account of the polydispersity, we have assumed that the MWD is identical with the mostprobable distribution (h = 1) but preliminary investigations in our Iabaratory seem to indicate that at least some of these experimental polymers may have a wider MWD than commercial PVC resins of lower average molecular weight. The calculated z-average radius of gyration is given by the following equation: (49) the heterogeneity factor q has been calculated from the following equation, due to Stockmayer 60 : [
For h = 1, and v = 0. 76, q is equal to 0.47. Figure 14 shows clearly that the values for the radius of gyration deduced from the light-scaUering measurements are, in general; significantly higher than those calculated from Equations 49 and 50. The method does not appear appropriate for obtaining accurate values for the average dimensions of polydisperse PVC molecules. The observed discrepancies may, however, partly be due to an underestimation of the heterogeneity of these experimental polymer samples.
Long chain brauehing in PVC
The possible occurrence of long chain brauehing in PVC has been discussed by several authors, most recently by Lyngaae-Jorgensen 61 who has also published an extensive bibliography on this subject The presence of short branches has been weil established, in spite of the discrepancies between different authors as to the absolute value which are undoubtedly due to differences in interpretation of the infrared spectrum of the polyethylene samples obtained after the reduction of PVC with Iithiumaluminium hydride (LiAlH 4 ). Based on the most reliable results reported in the literature, as weil as on our own results, we may estimate that the total number of branches in commercial PVC samples will be, in general, less than ten per molecule. Most of these branches are short ones whose origin may be ascribed to a 'backbiting' mechanism as suggested by Bovey and Tiers 62 in analogy with the similar phenomenon supposed to occur in the polymerisation of ethylene.
Short branches are not expected to influence, appreciably, the molecular dimensions of the polymer molecules, nor their hydrodynamic behaviour but this is not the case for long branches which exert a non-negligible effect on the characteristic molecular parameters of polymers 63 • 64 . In particular, 234 the intrinsic viscosity of a polymer molecule containing long branches will be less than the intrinsic viscosity of a linear molecule of identical molecular weight The curvature of empirical intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationships sometimes observed in the region of the higher molecular weights has led some authors to assume that PVC molecu1es of high molecular weight may contain long branches. Our work shows, however, that PVC fractions with Mw values up to 650 000 still obey the same relationship between intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight as the one found in the region of lower molecular weights. lt seems, therefore, probable that the anomalaus behaviour observed by other authors was caused, in reality, by the presence of supermolecular aggregates in the investigated solutions of high molecular weight PVC fractions. The excellent experimental accuracy of our empirical relationship between intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight, as weil as its good agreement with other equations reported in the literature, also seems to indicate that the number of long branches must be relatively small and rather independent of the conditions of polymerization Moreover, in a few cases only we have measured intrinsic viscosity values for experimental PVC samples which were about 10 per cent higher than those calculated from the empirical relationship for fractions. If we assume that in those exceptional samples long branches were completely absent we might deduce from the ZimmStockmayer-Kilb theory that all PVC fractions, used in the study reported in the first part of this paper, would contain on average less than two long branches per molecule. This estimate may be considered as an upper Iimit, as shown by the following additional evidence. The reduction of PVC by means of LiAIH 4 results in the formation of a crystalline polyethylene whose melting point has been found to be identical with the melting temperature of high density polyethylenes 61 and much higher than that of LDPE fractions of the same molecular weight ( Table 3) .
The identity in molecular structure of PVC and high density polyethylene is also confirmed by the results of a recent study in our Iabaratory on the 235 r~lationship between intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight of polyethylene samples obtained by reduction of commercial PVC polymers. Some of the results obtained so far are illustrated in Figure ·15 . The solid line in this figure represents the intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship for linear polyethylene (HDPE) in decalin, at 135°C, given by Henry 65 has been confirmed by numerous workers, also in our laboratory (one experimental result on an HDPE fraction, in the region of molecular weights of interest in this study, is indicated in the figure). The chain line represents the intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship for branched, low density polyethylene (LDPE) based on the results of various authors 66 -68 Since the latter results were obtained in trichlorobenzene, a small correction factor has been applied equal to the ratio of intrinsic viscosities of HDPE in decalin and trichlorobenzene, respectively. It is obvious from Figure 15 that the presence of long branches in LDPE has an appreciable effect on the intrinsic viscosity compared to the value of the same parameter for linear polyethylene. The intrinsic viscosity of the polyethylene samples obtained by reduction of a series of polydisperse PVC resins 69 is in excellent agreement with the values calculated from the empirical relationship for HDPE The weight-average molecular weight of these samples has been determined by light-scattering, using 1-chloronaphthalene as solvent (dnjdc = -0.196 at 140°C} The dotted line drawn in Figure 15 represents the theoretical relationship between intrinsic viscosity and weight-average molecular weight for 236 polyethylene molecules containing, on the average, one long branch per molecule. This relationship has been calculated from the Zimm-StockmayerKilb theory for trifunctional branch points, by assuming that the weightaverage number of branch points is twice as large as the number-average 70 • Taking into account the possible experimental errors, the data shown in Figure 15 seem to indicate that the existence of more than one long branch per molecule in commercial PVC samples is not very probable and that the structure of PVC molecules, in this respect, is comparable tothat of HDPE. The possible formation of a limited number of long chain branches may be supposed to occur, then, in the later stages of the polymerization process at relatively high degrees of conversion 71 .
CONCLUSION
A detailed study of the dilute solution properties of PVC is still bindered by the rather restricted choice of solvents. THF and to a lesser degree, cyclohexanone are the only solvents actually known to be able to furnish real molecular solutions characterized by a strong polymer-solvent interaction The different extrapolation procedures proposed in the literature, in order to calculate the unperturbed dimensions of polymer molecules, must be handled with care and do not Iead, necessarily, to an unambiguous result in the case of PVC. In spite of this uncertainty the unperturbed dimensions calculated in this way are of the same order of magnitude as those found for other vinyl polymers.
The light-scattering technique is an excellent tool for the determination of average molecular weights in a very broad range but, in the limited range covered by the actually commercialized PVC resins, exclusion chromatography appears to be the most appropriate technique for providing rapid and detailed information on the molecular weight distribution Variations in MWD detected by means of the latter technique are usually small for commercial PVC samples and should be interpreted with precaution, in particular when the chromatographic system has not been properly calibrated with respect to selectivity and resolving power.
Finally, since the MWD in a large number of commercial PVC resins can be adequately represented, in a first approximation, by the ·most probable' distribution, the traditional practice of characterizing those resins by the value of their viscosity in dilute solution may be expected to yield relatively accurate estimates of the weight-average molecular weight.
